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participation^ but characteristically enough instructed Frick—an
arid lawyer of proved loyalty, some sense of reality, and not un-
intelligent—to enter the Thuringian cabinet as minister of educa-
tion and do his best not to convince the nation of the responsibility
of National Socialists,, but to go ahead with a "policy of catas-
trophe/' that is so to muddle things up that of chaos National
Socialism would reap the advantage. In parenthesis it may be
remarked that Frick did his best to obey instructions by using
his position to turn every school and educational agency into an
instrument of propaganda^ by installing a discredited anthropolo-
gist in Jena University,, and by writing National Socialist prayers
for school use, and so successfully that he drew upon himself the
attention of the central government and was finally got rid of by
his revolted bourgeois colleagues. But what looked like surrender
of the revolutionary position of no power but all power drove
the passionate Otto to despair and he broke out into open revolt.
In a furious debate he extracted from the Leader what the latter
meant by Socialism and found that he considered Socialism
definitely a bad thing. Nothing in fact was to be done against
private enterprise so long as it did nothing definitely contrary
to the interests of the nation* He was not a Socialist, but a cor-
porative Fascist. In despair Otto Strasser left the party. Gregor,
not yet despairing and hoping still to convince the Leader, re-
mained. The elections justified him and the Leader became nearly
as revolutionary as his lieutenant. In Bremen not long afterwards
the party doubled its general election vote—at the expense of the
bourgeois—and Strasser's Reichstag speech seemed to set the seal
on the movement as definitely social revolutionary. This was too
much for the paymasters; they uttered a warning and from higher
quarters still came a warning not only against Strasser and his policy
of catastrophe., but against any thought of illegality. It became
necessary to make the position clear.
Shortly after the elections there opened at Leipzig the trial of
three young Reichswehr officers of the Ulm garrison who had
become National Socialists on a charge of attempting to "corrupt"
the Reichswehr. Influential circles had tried to hush the matter
up, but the Ministry of Defence insisted on the accused being

